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Abstract
The count-min sketch is a time- and memory-efficient randomized data structure
that provides a point estimate of the number of times an item has appeared in a data
stream. The count-min sketch and related hash-based data structures are ubiquitous
in systems that must track frequencies of data such as URLs, IP addresses, and
language n-grams. We present a Bayesian view on the count-min sketch, using
the same data structure, but providing a posterior distribution over the frequencies
that characterizes the uncertainty arising from the hash-based approximation. In
particular, we take a nonparametric approach and consider tokens generated from a
Dirichlet process (DP) random measure, which allows for an unbounded number
of unique tokens. Using properties of the DP, we show that it is possible to
straightforwardly compute posterior marginals of the unknown true counts and that
the modes of these marginals recover the count-min sketch estimator, inheriting
the associated probabilistic guarantees. Using simulated data and text data, we
investigate the properties of these estimators. Lastly, we also study a modified
problem in which the observation stream consists of collections of tokens (i.e.,
documents) arising from a random measure drawn from a stable beta process,
which allows for power law scaling behavior in the number of unique tokens.
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Introduction

Modern software systems often involve large data streams [20] such as text queries, real-time network
traffic, financial data, and social media activity. These systems are often required to detect anomalous
data or report the frequencies of events and patterns in the stream. When processing these highvolume data streams, it is critical to compactly represent the data so that these analyses can be
efficiently extracted. Ideally, it would be possible to estimate useful properties of the data stream in
only a single pass using an amount of memory that is of constant size.
These practical desiderata for large-scale, real-time data analysis have led to the idea of constructing
a sketch: a randomized data structure that can be easily updated and queried for approximate statistics
of the stream. Variants of sketching ideas have found applications in many areas, including machine
learning [1], security [10], and natural language processing [15]. Of particular interest has been the
problem of estimating the frequency of tokens in a data stream (e.g., Misra and Gries [19], Charikar
et al. [4], Cohen and Matias [6], Cormode and Muthukrishnan [8]), and a notable approach to this
problem is the count-min sketch [8] (and its cousins such as the counting Bloom filter [13]), which
uses random hash families to approximate these counts.
The count-min sketch is appealing because it successfully achieves the goal of using a compressed
representation to save space in storing approximate frequency statistics of the data stream, with
provable performance guarantees on the answers returned by those queries. Nevertheless, there are
several aspects of the count-min sketch that might be improved upon by taking a different probabilistic
view. First, the count-min sketch provides only point estimates of the statistics of interest, even
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though the hashing procedure may induce substantial uncertainty. This uncertainty is particularly
salient when estimating infrequent events. Second, the guarantees associated with hash-based data
structures typically assume a finite universe of possible tokens in the stream. We would expect real
data streams to have an unbounded number of unique tokens, as, e.g., people invent new hashtags and
construct new web pages. Third, we often have a priori knowledge of the statistics of the data stream,
and it is desirable to incorporate this knowledge into the estimates.
Here we instead take a Bayesian nonparametric view on the estimates arising from the count-min
sketch data structure. We assume that the tokens in the stream are drawn from an unknown discrete
distribution, and that this distribution has a Dirichlet process prior. The unique projective properties
of the Dirichlet process interact elegantly with the partitioning induced by the random hashes. This,
combined with the simple form of the resulting predictive distribution, makes it possible to reason
straightforwardly about the posterior over the unknown true number of counts of a token, given the
counts stored in the data structure. Notably, the maximum a posteriori estimate arising from this
procedure recovers the count-min sketch estimator for some regimes of the Dirichlet process prior,
and other posterior-derived point estimates can be viewed as “count-min sketch with shrinkage.” The
Bayesian nonparametric view also leads to useful alternative data structures with strong similarities
to count-min sketch; we examine one such example in which the stream is composed of “documents”
from a random measure induced by a stable beta-Bernoulli process.
The paper is structured as follows. We first review count-min sketch and the resulting frequentist
guarantees on the point estimates. Next, we review the Dirichlet process, revisiting the assumptions
about the sketched data stream, leading to a form for the posterior marginals over the counts. We then
examine the properties of these posterior marginals, relating them to the classical count-min sketch
estimators in theory and simulation. Finally, we propose an alternative nonparametric approach based
on the stable beta process, which enables the modeling of power law behavior in the stream.

2

The Count-Min Sketch

The count-min (CM) sketch [8] is a randomized data structure that uses random hashing to approximate count statistics of a data stream of tokens. Let x1 , x2 , . . . , xM be an arbitrary stream of tokens
taking values in a set V, e.g., language n-grams, IP addresses, hashtags, or URLs. A point query
estimates ηv , the number of times the token of type v ∈ V has appeared in the stream. The goal of a
sketch is to estimate such quantities without explicitly storing the elements or the counts.
In the classical count-min sketch, N hash functions hn : V → [J], where [J] := {1, . . . , J} and
|V|  J, are chosen uniformly at random from a pairwise independent hash family H. That is,
a random h ∈ H has the property that for all v1 , v2 ∈ V, such that v1 6= v2 , the probability that v1
and v2 hash to values j1 , j2 ∈ [J] is
1
Pr (h(v1 ) = j1 , h(v2 ) = j2 ) = 2 .
h∈H
J
The sketch data structure C = [cn,j ]n∈[N ],j∈[J] is an array of counts of size N × J. When an
observation of type v arrives, the sketch is updated: for all n ∈ [N ], the counter associated with v
via hn is incremented via cn,hn (v) ← cn,hn (v) + 1. Then the point query of a new token x returns
the minimum count over all of the hash functions: η̂xCM = minn∈[N ] cn,hn (x) . That is, it returns the
count associated with the fewest collisions. This provides an upper bound on the true count. For an
arbitrary data stream with M tokens, the CM sketch satisfies the following probabilistic guarantee.
Theorem 1 (Cormode and Muthukrishnan [8], Theorem 1). Let J = d e e and N = dlog 1δ e,
with  > 0, δ > 0. Then the estimate of the count η̂xCM satisfies η̂xCM ≥ ηx and with probability
at least 1 − δ, the estimate satisfies η̂xCM ≤ ηx + M .

The count-min sketch can also be used to compute other queries, such range and inner product
queries; though we focus on the point query in this work, analogous Bayesian reasoning can also
be applied to these other types of queries. Count-min sketches have been considered in the context
of specific token distributions but without Bayesian reasoning; for example, one can derive better
probabilistic bounds when the distribution is known to come from a “power law” distribution [7].
An extension of the classical CM sketch that works well in practice is conservative updates [11]; in
our setting, we observe one token at a time, and so the conservative update is equivalent to simply
incrementing the minimum counter(s). For more background on the count-min sketch, extensions,
and variants, see Cormode et al. [9, Sec. 5] and references therein.
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Bayesian Estimates from the Count-Min Sketch

The count-min sketch offers a remarkable balance between efficiency and accuracy, but it nevertheless
achieves its computational performance by throwing information away. This loss of information
occurs via hash collisions. Although we do not know when these collisions have occurred and
damaged our estimates, it is possible to reason about the uncertainty arising from the possibility of
collision. Taking a Bayesian view, for a given token x, the values in the data structure {cn,hn (x) }N
n=1
are the observations, and we wish to induce a posterior distribution over the true count ηx by
conditioning upon them. To compute this posterior distribution, we must identify a prior over the
counts, and we must also reason about the count-min sketch as a likelihood function. In this section,
we describe how to compute the posterior count under a Dirichlet process (DP) prior, marginalizing
out the random measure. We do not alter the underlying count-min sketch data structure. The proofs
for this section are presented in Appendix D and Appendix E.
3.1

The Dirichlet Process

As before, we assume the tokens are from a set V. Let G be a continuous probability base measure
on the measurable space (V, F), and let α > 0 be the concentration parameter. The base measure is
the mean of the prior on the unknown token generating distribution, and α can be thought of as an
“inverse variance” that determines how similar the random measures are to G. The Dirichlet process
[14] is defined by the property that for all finite partitions of V, the distribution over the measures
of those partitions is Dirichlet. That is, for all finite, measurable partitions A1 , . . . , AN ⊂ V, the
random measure H ∼ DP(G, α) has the property
H(A1 ), . . . , H(AN ) | G, α, {An }N
n=1 ∼ Dirichlet(αG(A1 ), . . . , αG(AN )) .

(1)

This implies for the present construction that renormalized restrictions of the random measure
are also Dirichlet process distributed. That is, if A ⊂ V and HA is the marginal renormalized
random measure on A induced by the DP on V with concentration parameter α and base measure G,
then HA ∼ DP(GA /G(A), αG(A)), where GA is the base measure restricted to A. This property
can also be derived by observing that the Dirichlet process is a normalized gamma process, which
has a Poisson process representation admitting the Poisson coloring theorem [17] (see Appendix C).
The Dirichlet process produces random measures that are discrete with probability one. This
discreteness implies that observations drawn from a DP random measure have positive probability
of having repeated values. If we take data with the same value to be part of the same group, then
this provides a random partition of M data points. Integrating out the random measure H results in
an object called the Chinese restaurant process (CRP) [2], which induces an exchangeable random
partition of a finite data set. The CRP is most commonly discussed via its predictive distribution,
which we describe in the language of our token stream: if xm is the mth token in the stream, ηv is
the number of previous tokens taking that value, then xm is distributed according to
(
ηv
if v is a previously seen token
Pr(xm = v | x1 , x2 , . . . , xm−1 , α) = α+m−1
.
(2)
α
if v is a novel token
α+m−1
3.2

Bayesian Point Query: a Distribution Over the Count of a Token

In the classical CM sketch setting, the point query for a token returns the minimum value in the
associated counters. In a Bayesian setting, the point query induces instead a posterior distribution
over the unknown true counts of a token, conditioned on the observed counts in the counter array C.
Returning a distribution over possible counts allows us to quantify the uncertainty in the count of
a token. While our goal is not to compute a point estimate for the count, such an estimate can
be obtained from the posterior count distribution by considering, for instance, the posterior mean,
median, or mode (MAP), the properties of which we describe in Section 3.4.
The posterior of the count summarized in Theorem 2 relies on two results: (1) the distribution of
tokens in each bucket is a Chinese restaurant process with parameter α/J, and (2) the posterior of
a single hash can be obtained from the CRP(α/J) distribution (Proposition 1). A key assumption
informing these results is that the point queries are drawn from the same distribution as the stream,
3

CRP(↵)
Example stream: #cat, #dog, #cat, #fox, #bear, #cat, #fox … ⇠
~ CRP(alpha)
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Update: hash token and increment counters
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Query: how many times did I see “#cat”?
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#lion

<latexit sha1_base64="TBQMB55Fpl9XM/gAgYzSqpeccsk=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF08S0TwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zPQKIeQTvOoHeBOvfoxnf8RJsgdNLGgoqrqppqJUCou+/+UV1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUdMmmWG8wRKZmHZELZdC8wYKlLydGk5VJHkrGt3M/NYTN1Yk+hHHKQ8VHWgRC0bRSQ/DXtArV/yqPwdZJUFOKpCj3it/d/sJyxTXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyaelbmZ5StmIDnjHUU0Vt+Fk/uqUnDmlT+LEuNFI5urviwlV1o5V5DYVxaFd9mbiv14UqaVojK/DidBphlyzRXKcSYIJmRVB+sJwhnLsCGVGuOcJG1JDGbq6Sq6VYLmDVdK8qAZ+Nbi/rNTu8n6KcAKncA4BXEENbqEODWAwgGd4gVdv6r15797HYrXg5TfH8Afe5w/sxpSq</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="DaayQ8jGd8dmhR+9JHcqLdsQgbs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF71FNA9IljA7mU2GzGOZmRXDkk/wqh/gTbz6MZ79ESfJHjSxoKGo6qaaihLOjPX9L6+wsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmkalmtAGUVzpdoQN5UzShmWW03aiKRYRp61odD31W49UG6bkgx0nNBR4IFnMCLZOun/qXfTKFb/qz4CWSZCTCuSo98rf3b4iqaDSEo6N6QR+YsMMa8sIp5NSNzU0wWSEB7TjqMSCmjCbvTpBJ07po1hpN9Kimfr7IsPCmLGI3KbAdmgWvan4rxdFYiHaxldhxmSSWirJPDlOObIKTYtAfaYpsXzsCCaauecRGWKNiXV1lVwrwWIHy6R5Vg38anB3Xqnd5v0U4QiO4RQCuIQa3EAdGkBgAM/wAq/exHvz3r2P+WrBy28O4Q+8zx8MrZS6</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zdKA2uD6e48jr7fcWIBcNa6J8ks=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVWakoMuCG91VtA9oh5JJM21okhmSjFiGfoJb/QB34taPce2PmLaz0NYDFw7n3Mu5nDAR3FjP+0KFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqilr0ljEuhMSwwRXrGm5FayTaEZkKFg7HF/P/PYj04bH6sFOEhZIMlQ84pRYJ90/9Wv9csWrenPgVeLnpAI5Gv3yd28Q01QyZakgxnR9L7FBRrTlVLBpqZcalhA6JkPWdVQRyUyQzV+d4jOnDHAUazfK4rn6+yIj0piJDN2mJHZklr2Z+K8XhnIp2kZXQcZVklqm6CI5SgW2MZ4VgQdcM2rFxBFCNXfPYzoimlDr6iq5VvzlDlZJ66Lqe1X/rlap3+b9FOEETuEcfLiEOtxAA5pAYQjP8AKvaIre0Dv6WKwWUH5zDH+APn8ACYOUuA==</latexit>

x1 x6
<latexit sha1_base64="HcQz/drtzRe06owwzADe9+5VDbY=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF71FNDGQLGF2MpsMmZldZnrFEPIJXvUDvIlXP8azP+Ik2YMmFjQUVd1UU1EqhUXf//IKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oGmTzDDeYIlMTCuilkuheQMFSt5KDacqkvwhGl5N/YdHbqxI9D2OUh4q2tciFoyik+6eukG3XPGr/gxkmQQ5qUCOerf83eklLFNcI5PU2nbgpxiOqUHBJJ+UOpnlKWVD2udtRzVV3Ibj2asTcuKUHokT40Yjmam/L8ZUWTtSkdtUFAd20ZuK/3pRpBaiMb4Mx0KnGXLN5slxJgkmZFoE6QnDGcqRI5QZ4Z4nbEANZejqKrlWgsUOlknzrBr41eD2vFK7yfspwhEcwykEcAE1uIY6NIBBH57hBV69iffmvXsf89WCl98cwh94nz8ExJS1</latexit>

h2 x 3
x5
<latexit sha1_base64="DaayQ8jGd8dmhR+9JHcqLdsQgbs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF71FNA9IljA7mU2GzGOZmRXDkk/wqh/gTbz6MZ79ESfJHjSxoKGo6qaaihLOjPX9L6+wsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmkalmtAGUVzpdoQN5UzShmWW03aiKRYRp61odD31W49UG6bkgx0nNBR4IFnMCLZOun/qXfTKFb/qz4CWSZCTCuSo98rf3b4iqaDSEo6N6QR+YsMMa8sIp5NSNzU0wWSEB7TjqMSCmjCbvTpBJ07po1hpN9Kimfr7IsPCmLGI3KbAdmgWvan4rxdFYiHaxldhxmSSWirJPDlOObIKTYtAfaYpsXzsCCaauecRGWKNiXV1lVwrwWIHy6R5Vg38anB3Xqnd5v0U4QiO4RQCuIQa3EAdGkBgAM/wAq/exHvz3r2P+WrBy28O4Q+8zx8MrZS6</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="11LGINPbUPFlpp/Ay9I1UebBTVs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHgxZNENA9IljA7mSRDZmaXmV4hLPkEr/oB3sSrH+PZH3GS7EETCxqKqm6qqSiRwqLvf3lr6xubW9uFneLu3v7BYenouGnj1DDeYLGMTTuilkuheQMFSt5ODKcqkrwVjW9mfuuJGyti/YiThIeKDrUYCEbRSQ+jXrVXKvsVfw6ySoKclCFHvVf67vZjliqukUlqbSfwEwwzalAwyafFbmp5QtmYDnnHUU0Vt2E2f3VKzp3SJ4PYuNFI5urvi4wqaycqcpuK4sguezPxXy+K1FI0Dq7DTOgkRa7ZInmQSoIxmRVB+sJwhnLiCGVGuOcJG1FDGbq6iq6VYLmDVdKsVgK/Etxflmt3eT8FOIUzuIAArqAGt1CHBjAYwjO8wKs39d68d+9jsbrm5Tcn8Afe5w/uW5Sr</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wemjWec8686xesC+pcYG3SVmgLc=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyqoMeAF71FNA9IljA7mU2GzGOZmRXDkk/wqh/gTbz6MZ79ESfJHjSxoKGo6qaaihLOjPX9L6+wsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmkalmtAGUVzpdoQN5UzShmWW03aiKRYRp61odD31W49UG6bkgx0nNBR4IFnMCLZOun/qnffKFb/qz4CWSZCTCuSo98rf3b4iqaDSEo6N6QR+YsMMa8sIp5NSNzU0wWSEB7TjqMSCmjCbvTpBJ07po1hpN9Kimfr7IsPCmLGI3KbAdmgWvan4rxdFYiHaxldhxmSSWirJPDlOObIKTYtAfaYpsXzsCCaauecRGWKNiXV1lVwrwWIHy6R5Vg38anB3Uand5v0U4QiO4RQCuIQa3EAdGkBgAM/wAq/exHvz3r2P+WrBy28O4Q+8zx8H7pS3</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SiG7qrLZ78Zim6oX3QLoWJgk8OM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoseAF71FNA9IljA7mU2GzGOZmRXDkk/wqh/gTbz6MZ79ESfJHjSxoKGo6qaaihLOjPX9L6+wsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmkalmtAGUVzpdoQN5UzShmWW03aiKRYRp61odD31W49UG6bkgx0nNBR4IFnMCLZOun/qXfTKFb/qz4CWSZCTCuSo98rf3b4iqaDSEo6N6QR+YsMMa8sIp5NSNzU0wWSEB7TjqMSCmjCbvTpBJ07po1hpN9Kimfr7IsPCmLGI3KbAdmgWvan4rxdFYiHaxldhxmSSWirJPDlOObIKTYtAfaYpsXzsCCaauecRGWKNiXV1lVwrwWIHy6R5Vg38anB3Xqnd5v0U4QiO4RQCuIQa3EAdGkBgAM/wAq/exHvz3r2P+WrBy28O4Q+8zx8LGJS5</latexit>

x7

x4

h2 c21 = 4 c22 = 0 c23 = 3 c24 = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="KbA+7L9ulkT1Hin7EQv3LWRIL9Y=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVWZEqMuCG91VtA9oh5JJM21okhmSjFiGfoJb/QB34taPce2PmLaz0NYDFw7n3Mu5nDAR3FjP+0KFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqilr0ljEuhMSwwRXrGm5FayTaEZkKFg7HF/P/PYj04bH6sFOEhZIMlQ84pRYJ90/9Wv9csWrenPgVeLnpAI5Gv3yd28Q01QyZakgxnR9L7FBRrTlVLBpqZcalhA6JkPWdVQRyUyQzV+d4jOnDHAUazfK4rn6+yIj0piJDN2mJHZklr2Z+K8XhnIp2kZXQcZVklqm6CI5SgW2MZ4VgQdcM2rFxBFCNXfPYzoimlDr6iq5VvzlDlZJ66Lqe1X/7rJSv837KcIJnMI5+FCDOtxAA5pAYQjP8AKvaIre0Dv6WKwWUH5zDH+APn8ADkKUuw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zdKA2uD6e48jr7fcWIBcNa6J8ks=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVWakoMuCG91VtA9oh5JJM21okhmSjFiGfoJb/QB34taPce2PmLaz0NYDFw7n3Mu5nDAR3FjP+0KFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqilr0ljEuhMSwwRXrGm5FayTaEZkKFg7HF/P/PYj04bH6sFOEhZIMlQ84pRYJ90/9Wv9csWrenPgVeLnpAI5Gv3yd28Q01QyZakgxnR9L7FBRrTlVLBpqZcalhA6JkPWdVQRyUyQzV+d4jOnDHAUazfK4rn6+yIj0piJDN2mJHZklr2Z+K8XhnIp2kZXQcZVklqm6CI5SgW2MZ4VgQdcM2rFxBFCNXfPYzoimlDr6iq5VvzlDlZJ66Lqe1X/rlap3+b9FOEETuEcfLiEOtxAA5pAYQjP8AKvaIre0Dv6WKwWUH5zDH+APn8ACYOUuA==</latexit>

x2

<latexit sha1_base64="11LGINPbUPFlpp/Ay9I1UebBTVs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHgxZNENA9IljA7mSRDZmaXmV4hLPkEr/oB3sSrH+PZH3GS7EETCxqKqm6qqSiRwqLvf3lr6xubW9uFneLu3v7BYenouGnj1DDeYLGMTTuilkuheQMFSt5ODKcqkrwVjW9mfuuJGyti/YiThIeKDrUYCEbRSQ+jXrVXKvsVfw6ySoKclCFHvVf67vZjliqukUlqbSfwEwwzalAwyafFbmp5QtmYDnnHUU0Vt2E2f3VKzp3SJ4PYuNFI5urvi4wqaycqcpuK4sguezPxXy+K1FI0Dq7DTOgkRa7ZInmQSoIxmRVB+sJwhnLiCGVGuOcJG1FDGbq6iq6VYLmDVdKsVgK/Etxflmt3eT8FOIUzuIAArqAGt1CHBjAYwjO8wKs39d68d+9jsbrm5Tcn8Afe5w/uW5Sr</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="QfoFXVkWYo2WuvJAzgukLfdK5Mc=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVWaKoMuCG91VtA9oh5JJM21okhmSjFiGfoJb/QB34taPce2PmLaz0NYDFw7n3Mu5nDAR3FjP+0KFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqilr0ljEuhMSwwRXrGm5FayTaEZkKFg7HF/P/PYj04bH6sFOEhZIMlQ84pRYJ90/9Wv9csWrenPgVeLnpAI5Gv3yd28Q01QyZakgxnR9L7FBRrTlVLBpqZcalhA6JkPWdVQRyUyQzV+d4jOnDHAUazfK4rn6+yIj0piJDN2mJHZklr2Z+K8XhnIp2kZXQcZVklqm6CI5SgW2MZ4VgQdcM2rFxBFCNXfPYzoimlDr6iq5VvzlDlZJq1b1vap/d1Gp3+b9FOEETuEcfLiEOtxAA5pAYQjP8AKvaIre0Dv6WKwWUH5zDH+APn8ABlmUtg==</latexit>
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Pr(ηx = k

{cn hn (x) }N
n=1

α) ∝ Pr(ηx = k α)

N
Y

Pr(cn hn (x) ηx = k α)

(3)

n=1
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where

Pc

kπk = c. The distribution over the size of the subset a new item joins is then
(
α
if k = 0 [creates new size-one subset]
Pr(ηx = k | π, c, α) = α+c k
.
πk α+c if k > 0 [πk opportunities for CRP predictive]
k=1

(4)

The additional complication however is that, unlike the typical CRP situation, the partitioning itself is
unknown, and so we must marginalize over it under the prior when computing the distribution on ηx .
However, we can recognize this as simply using the expected number of subsets of a particular size:
(
α
X
if k = 0
Pr(ηx = k | c, α) =
Pr(ηx = k | π, c, α) Pr(π | c, α) = α+c
P
1
π kπk Pr(π | c, α) if k > 0
α+c
π

X
1
α
if k = 0
=
where π k := E[πk ] =
πk Pr(π | c, α).
α + c kπ k if k > 0,
π
The probability of the partition π is the EPPF [21] multiplied by the unordered multinomial coefficient:
Pc
c
c
c! Γ(α) Y απk
c! α k=1 πk Γ(α) Y
1
Pr(π | c, α) =
=
,
(5)
Γ(c + α)
k π k πk !
Γ(c + α)
k π k πk !
k=1

k=1

where Γ(·) is the gamma function. For the Dirichlet process, this is also known as the Ewens’s
sampling formula. The following lemma gives the required expectation π k .
Lemma 1. Let π be a CRP(α)-distributed random partition of c items and πk be the number of
subsets in that partition of size k. The expected number of size-k subsets is
α Γ(c + α − k)Γ(c + 1)
.
(6)
π k := E[πk ] =
k Γ(c + α)Γ(c + 1 − k)
Proof. Applying Proposition B.1 to the rate measure ν(dp) = αp−1 (1 − p)α−1 dp, results in
Z 1
Γ(c + 1)
α Γ(c + 1)Γ(c − k + α)
E[πk ] = α
pk−1 (1 − p)c−k+α−1 dp =
.
Γ(c − k + 1)Γ(k + 1) 0
k Γ(c − k + 1)Γ(c + α)
This result matches the expectation given in Watterson [23, Eq. 2.22], which computes the expectation
as a special case of the factorial moments for the Ewens’s sampling process [12]. We can now reframe
the derivation in terms of the partitions induced in a Dirichlet process by a hash function.
Proposition 1. Let h : V → [J] be a hash function drawn uniformly from a truly random hash
family H. Suppose that a stream of symbols is drawn from a random Dirichlet process measure with
continuous base measure on V and concentration parameter α. When the M th item xM arrives, let
its hashed value be h(xM ) = j. Define cj to be the number of previous items in the stream that have
PM −1
also hashed to j, i.e., cj = m=1 1[h(xm ) = j]. Given cj , the posterior distribution over the true
number of previous occurrences of items with the same type as xM is
(
α Γ(cj +1)Γ(cj −k+α/J)
1
if k > 0
J Γ(cj −k+1)Γ(cj +α/J)
Pr(ηxM = k | cj , α) =
.
(7)
α/J + cj α/J
if k = 0
Due to the independence assumption on the hash family H, the full posterior count is proportional to
the product of the individual hash function posteriors from Proposition 1, as summarized below.
Theorem 2. Let there be N hash functions h1 , . . . , hN each drawn uniformly at random from a truly
random hash family H. Define a Dirichlet process stream of tokens as in Proposition 1. When the M th
item xM arrives, let its nth hashed value be hn (xM ) = jn . Define cn,jn to be the number of previous
PM −1
items in the stream that the nth hash has also hashed to jn , i.e., cn,jn = m=1 1[hn (xm ) = jn ].
Given the counts c1,j1 , . . . , cN,jN , the posterior distribution over the true number of previous occurrences of items with the same type as xM is

N
Y
1
k π k,cn,jn if k > 0
Pr(ηxM = k | c1,j1 , . . . , cN,jN , α) ∝
(8)
if k = 0,
α/J + cn,jn α/J
n=1
where
π k,cn,jn :=

α Γ(cn,jn + 1)Γ(cn,jn − k + α/J)
.
Jk Γ(cn,jn − k + 1)Γ(cn,jn + α/J)
5

(9)

Figure 2: Left: The posterior probability of a single hash function conditioned on c = 10 and varying α0 .
Right: The posterior of 3 hash functions with observed counts of 10, 12, 15, denoted by the red dotted curves,
and with α0 = 0.5. The solid black curve denotes the normalized product of the individual hashes’ posteriors.
Vertical lines denote the posterior mean, median, and MAP.

3.3

Estimating α via Empirical Bayes

In practice, α is unknown and must be estimated from the data. Although information is lost due to
hash collisions, it is nevertheless possible to construct a marginal likelihood that exactly accounts for
this censoring: the finite projection property of the Dirichlet process specifies what the distribution
should be of the hashed counts in each of the buckets. That is, the hash function forms a partition of V,
and Equation (1) specifies the resulting marginal Dirichlet distribution. For a single hash, we can
integrate that finite-dimensional distribution against the multinomial counts cn,1 , . . . , cn,J , resulting
in a Dirichlet-multinomial distribution with symmetric parameters α/J. With a fully random hash
family, N hashes lead to a factorial marginal likelihood after seeing M items in the stream:
Pr({{cn,j }Jj=1 }N
n=1 | α) =

N
J
Y
M ! Γ(α) Y Γ(cn,j + α/J)
.
Γ(M + α) j=1 cn,j ! Γ(α/J)
n=1

(10)

Maximizing the marginal likelihood can be done efficiently using a variety of techniques such as
Newton-Raphson, as it is one-dimensional and log-concave in log(α) [18].
3.4

Bayesian CM Sketch Point Estimates
(mean)

(med)

(MAP)

Point estimates such as the mean η̂x
, median η̂x
, and MAP η̂x
can be derived from
the posterior Pr(ηk = k|C, α) over the true item frequencies. The following lemma is useful for
understanding the behavior of these point estimators and the effect of α relative to the size of the data
structure as determined by J.
Lemma 2. For α < J, the function Pr(ηx = k|cn,jn , α/J) is strictly increasing on k = 0, . . . , cn,jn .
Monotonicity of the posterior ensures the following key result that equates the classical CM sketch
estimator with the MAP estimator.
Proposition 2. For α < J, we have η̂xMAP = η̂xCM , and η̂xmean ≤ η̂xmed ≤ η̂xMAP .
Crucially, this equality result provides an alternative view of the classical count-min sketch estimator
as the maximum a posteriori estimate when α < J. The ordering of point estimates also induces an
interpretation on α as a shrinkage parameter for the count-min sketch.
In Figure 2, we plot the posterior as a function of the count to provide additional intuition about the
structure of the estimate. The left plot shows the posterior varying α0 = α/J. The right plot shows for
a fixed α0 = 0.5, the individual hash posteriors and the full posterior for hypothetical observed counts
of 10, 12, and 15. We can see that the posterior functions for α0 < 1 are monotonically increasing,
and that the MAP estimator is equal to the minimum count, i.e., the CM sketch estimator.
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3.5

Discussion

Probabilistic interpretation of the CM Sketch. In this paper we have reinterpreted a successful
and widely-deployed randomized algorithm in a Bayesian probabilistic light. A particularly salient
application of the Bayesian estimates of the CM sketch is scalable Bayesian inference via approximate
sufficient statistics. In many Bayesian applications for discrete streaming data, the sufficient statistics
for the likelihood are count statistics of the stream, which are too large to be stored in memory. One
could directly approximate the sufficient statistics with, e.g., the CM point estimator, but this does not
take into account the uncertainty of the count arising from hash collisions. Instead, using the posterior
output of our method, one can build the uncertainty of the count into the model by integrating out the
unobserved true count.
Practical considerations for random hash families. Thus far, we have used the mathematically
convenient setting where all hash functions are perfectly random. In practice, real-world hash
functions generally perform as if they were random. In a data stream of M of tokens, consider the
unique tokens v1 , . . . , vk that appear in the stream. We would like the h(vi ) to behave as though h
were a random function. The collection of h(vi ) values will be -close to uniform random values,
even for hash functions h chosen from a pairwise independent family (which are natural to use in
practice), as long as the token types vi have sufficient entropy [5]. That is, we require much less
randomness from the hash function, as long as the unique tokens have sufficient randomness. The
relationship between  and the entropy for pairwise and 4-wise independent hash functions are given
in detail in Chung et al. [5]; here, the main point is that practical hash functions yield only small
perturbations in our analysis from perfect hash functions.
Parallel sketching algorithms. Our method inherits the key property of a linear sketch from the
CM sketch: that is, we can divide up the stream, compute a sketch posterior on each subset of the
stream, and convolve the marginals to get back properties of the original stream. This leads to natural
parallel algorithms for computing posterior estimates for large-scale streaming applications.

4

Sketching Beta-Bernoulli Process Counts

Although we have focused on the case where the stream consists of individual tokens, the CM sketch
also allows for a vector of tokens to arrive at each step in the stream. We consider the case where
at each step of the stream, a set of tokens arrives. It is natural to think of these sets as documents
and the tokens as unique words, e.g., a stream of tweets each containing a small set of hashtags. The
query of interest is then to determine how many documents a particular token appeared in. Bayesian
nonparametric feature models, such as the Indian buffet (beta-Bernoulli) process, provide natural
document-centered generalizations of the Dirichlet process sketch. Appendix F contains the detailed
derivations for this section.
Suppose we have a model given by a stable beta-Bernoulli process random measure [22, 3]
B ∼ BP(α, γ, d), where α > 0 is the concentration parameter, γ > 0 is the mass parameter, and
d ∈ [0, 1) is the discount parameter satisfying d > −α. At each step in the stream, a sparse binary
iid
vector xm | B ∼ BeP(B) arrives, where xm is an infinite-dimensional binary vector, with xmi = 1
if the ith token is present in observation xm and 0 otherwise.
The data structure is essentially the same as the count-min sketch on the flattened stream. For
each observation xm , we hash the token and then increment the associated count that the token is
hashed to. The goal of the estimator is, for a token appearing in a new observation xM +1 from the
stream, we want to return an estimate for how many documents that token has previously appeared
in. Similar to the Dirichlet process, we can again treat the distribution of each hash function as its
own beta-Bernoulli process, as a beta process can be represented by a Poisson point process, and
therefore we can apply the Poisson coloring theorem to get J independent beta-Bernoulli processes
Γ(1+α)
with mass parameter γ 0 = γ/J. Asymptotically, the number of unique tokens is γd Γ(α+d)
M d in
the size of the stream M . One of the appealing properties of this construction is that this allows
for power-law behavior in the number of unique tokens, as determined by the parameter d [22].
Analogous to the Chinese restaurant process construction for the Dirichlet process in the partition
case, the 3-parameter Indian buffet process (IBP) gives the probability of seeing an existing token i
Γ(1+α)Γ(M +α+d)
ηi −d
in the next document as Pr(xM +1,i = 1|x1,i , . . . , xM,i ) = M
+α , and then Pois(γ Γ(M +1+α)Γ(α+d) )
novel tokens are drawn.
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For a single hash h and new observed token v ∈ V, the conditional probability of the count ηv being k
given both 1) the total the number of tokens that hashed into the same bucket ch(v) , and 2) the number
of tokens hashed into that bucket with count k (as before, denoted πk ) is:
(
k−d
πk ch(v)
if k > 0
+α
Pr(ηv = k | πk , ch(v) ) = Γ(1+α)Γ(c
.
h(v) +α+d)
if k = 0
Γ(ch(v) +1+α)Γ(α+d)
The individual hash posterior is therefore
Pr(ηv = k | ch(v) ) =


π̄k c

k−d
h(v) +α

 Γ(1+α)Γ(ch(v) +α+d)
Γ(ch(v) +1+α)Γ(α+d)

if k > 0
if k = 0

,

(11)

where [π̄k = E[πk ]] is the expected number of tokens that have been seen k previous times under
the IBP prior, constrained to there being ch(v) total tokens. In the Indian buffet process metaphor,
this asks for the expected number of dishes that have been tasted k times, given the total number of
dish tastings. Unfortunately, this additional constraint makes this expectation challenging to compute.
However, if we assume that the expected number of tokens per document is much smaller than J,
then the probability of a single document having a collision between its tokens is small. We therefore
make the following approximation for c total tokens:
π̄k := E[π̄k ] ≈ γ

Γ(c + 1)Γ(1 + α)Γ(k − d)Γ(c − k + α + d)
.
Γ(c − k + 1)Γ(k + 1)Γ(1 − d)Γ(α + d)Γ(c + α)

Like in the Dirichlet process case, the full posterior count ηv conditioned on all N hash data structures
is proportional to the product of the individual hash posteriors. Note that when the discount d = 0,
and we recover the 2-parameter IBP [16], the query is very similar to that of the CRP case, except
with the extra mass parameter γ. We can infer the parameters α, γ, d by maximizing the marginal
likelihood [22].

5

Experiments

We now examine the Bayesian posterior query and point estimates obtained using the CM sketch
applied to several data streams. In Appendix G, we present synthetic data results on data generated
from a Dirichlet process random measure and a stable beta process random measure, and we also
provide comparisons to a few count-min sketch extensions. In all experiments, we use a 2-universal
hash family. We constructed a stream of tokens using the 20 Newsgroups data set, where the sketch
was updated using the training data set (M = 1467345), and evaluated queries on the set of unique
tokens in the test set, which had 53975 elements. For each task, we examined several hash parameter
settings of N = 4, 5, 6, with J = 8000, 10000, 12000. For the posterior distribution of the count, we
used the Dirichlet process sketching model, inferring α via empirical Bayes.
Posterior query examples. In Figure 3, we present a few posterior distributions returned by
querying a few low, medium, and high frequency tokens. In each plot, we show the posterior
distribution computed from N = 4 hash functions and J = 12000, and the true count is denoted
alongside the posterior mean, median, and MAP (CM). In these examples, the MAP (CM) performs
poorly for the low frequency example, and the shrinkage estimators (mean and median) provide better
estimates than the MAP (CM) estimator. In the medium frequency example, the mean underestimates
significantly, but the median, which provides a more modest amount of shrinkage, is a better estimator
than the MAP (CM). In the high frequency example, the MAP (CM) estimator performs well, and
so the shrinkage estimators underestimate the true count. More examples of posterior queries are
available in the appendix.
Point estimation results. Though our primary goal was to compute a posterior distribution, rather
than a point estimator, we wanted to understand the behavior of posterior point estimates relative
to the frequency of the tokens. For each estimator, we the measured the relative error, defined
v|
by |η̂vη−η
by the true counts ηv for all tokens in the test set. In Figure 4, we plot the mean relative
v
error, which is the average over the relative errors for each true count. Here we plot the mean relative
error against the true count to get a sense of the performance of the various estimators on low and
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Figure 3: Posterior query for low, medium, and high frequency tokens The dashed black curve
represents the posterior distribution returned by the query. The vertical blue line is the true count, and
the vertical red counts denote the posterior mean, median, and MAP (CM estimator).

Figure 4: Mean relative error for point estimators of the posterior, constructed with hash parameters
J = 8000 (left) and J = 12000 (right). Here we use N = 4 hash functions.
high frequency tokens. In this figure, we only show the N = 4 case, but additional results are in the
appendix.
We can see that the mean is often a better estimator than the MAP (CM) and median for lower
frequency events, especially when using less space. However, for medium frequency tokens, the
posterior mean tends to underestimate the value of the count; instead, the posterior median provides a
better estimate of the count. For very large frequencies, the MAP (CM) estimator generally performs
well, as expected.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We have introduced a Bayesian probabilistic view on the count-min sketch by taking the classical
count-min sketch data structure and computing a posterior distribution over the counts. We show
that, under the Dirichlet process, the MAP estimator recovers the count-min sketch estimator. We
also demonstrate how similar Bayesian reasoning can be used to provide a posterior over the number
of times a word appeared in a document generated from a beta-Bernoulli process. Many fruitful
directions remain. On the theoretical side, extending this work to accommodate other token generating
distributions for random partitions, such as the Pitman-Yor process, would be of interest for power
law applications, as well as further exploration of the beta process sketch. Another direction of
interest is using the posterior estimates of the counts and the linear sketch properties of the CM sketch
for large-scale streaming algorithms, e.g., for large text or streaming graphs applications. Lastly, one
may be interested in extending this method to accommodate different update operations, such as the
conservative update, as well as different types of queries, such as range and inner product queries.
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